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Abstract:
This paper will explore the historical roots of genocide as a legal concept and its construction in the wake of the Holocaust with the ultimate goal of informing the legal community as to its ongoing nuances and true definition. Although genocide has become a cultural concept, used interchangeably alongside war crimes and crimes against humanity to describe violence against a specific group, it is critical to understand that genocide is a crime. By understanding what genocide truly is and how it came to be the international community will possibly be able to better understand it, and subsequently seek to prevent it.
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Resumo:
Este artigo explorará as raízes históricas do genocídio como um conceito legal e sua construção na sequência do Holocausto, com o objetivo final de informar a comunidade jurídica sobre suas nuances e sua verdadeira definição. Embora o genocídio tenha se tornado um conceito cultural, usado alternadamente ao lado de crimes de guerra e crimes contra a humanidade para descrever a violência contra um grupo específico, é fundamental entender que o genocídio é um crime. Compreendendo o que o genocídio realmente é como ele surgiu, a comunidade internacional possivelmente será capaz de entendê-lo melhor, e subsequentemente procurar preveni-lo.
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I - Misconceptions of “Genocide” In Current Conflicts

Immediately upon utterance, the word “genocide” invokes a profound reaction with imagery of the darkest moments of the twentieth century and the depths of human cruelty springing to mind. However, as much as genocide has become a cultural concept, used interchangeably alongside war crimes and crimes against humanity to describe violence against a specific group, it is critical to understand that genocide is a crime. Furthermore, it is a crime that bears a specific definition and requirements. Subsequently, the legal community should strive to understand the legal definition of genocide as opposed to its cultural conception with the same precision it would apply to other any other crime or charge.

Through examining the history of the creation of genocide, tremendous insight is gained about genocide as a legal concept, specifically its inception by a lawyer named Raphael Lemkin and through the U.N. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. A glimpse into the creation of genocide reflects on many of the current issues surrounding the crime, including jurisdiction, connection to war, use alongside similar crimes, and state sovereignty. In order to better understand the significance of the past, however, we need only look to the present.

Two current conflicts embody the common misconceptions about the definition of genocide and the difficult politics surrounding it, the Rohingya conflict and the Yazidi genocide. The Rohingya, a Muslim minority within the Rakhine region of Myanmar, have long been viewed as illegal immigrants by the Buddhist majority and subjected to discrimination and violence. However, violence against the minority exploded after a Rohingya insurgency group attacked
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Myanmar’s military and killed a dozen officers. In response, the military savagely cut through Rohingya villages and communities, leading to more than 680,000 Rohingya fleeing to neighboring Bangladesh.

In December 15th, 2017, the New York Times published an article detailing the plight of the Rohingya in Myanmar titled “Is This Genocide?” Within the article, noted human rights advocate and author Nicholas Kristof examined some of the atrocities inflicted upon the Muslim minority community, a community that has long been reviled by both Myanmar and neighbors within the region. Kristof recounts chilling instances of gang rape, child murder, and arson inflicted upon the Rohingya by Myanmar’s military. In closing the article, Kristof argues that the actions taken against the Rohingya constitute genocide but, notably, does not ever define what genocide is, using it alongside related terms such ethnic cleaning. A few months later, however, Kristof published another article about the plight of the Rohingya and stated, “This is my fourth trip in four years to cover the Rohingya, a Muslim minority despised in a mostly Buddhist country, and initially I used the term “ethnic cleansing.” But along with many human rights monitors, I’ve come to conclude that what is unfolding here probably qualifies as genocide.” Yet again, genocide was never given a specific definition.

In contrast, nations and state actors are often incredibly precise in determining what to label instances of violence and atrocity. In November 2017, then Secretary of State Rex Tillerson addressed the on-going conflict as ethnic cleansing, a departure from the far less critical assessments he had relayed since the violence began in August 2017. There can be no doubt
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that the delay in denouncing the conflict as ethnic cleansing was a purposeful one, given that, as one senior State Department official told reporters, “It is a descriptive term and it carries with it, again, the sense of urgency…It does not require any new obligations, but it does emphasize our concern about the situation.”\textsuperscript{12} Similarly, in March of 2018, the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights in Myanmar labeled the conflict as genocide, stating “I am becoming more convinced that the crimes committed following 9 October 2016 and 25 August 2017 bear the hallmarks of genocide and call in the strongest terms for accountability.”\textsuperscript{13} The crisis is currently ongoing, with multiple mass graves being discovered as recently as February 2018.\textsuperscript{14}

Yet another recent conflict has resulted in the international community debating how and what to label atrocity. In August 2014, the Islamic State (ISIS) sent fighters into the Mount Sinjar region of Northern Iraq alongside the Syrian border.\textsuperscript{15} The Sinjar region is home to the Yazidis, an ancient, long persecuted religious minority who number roughly 700,000.\textsuperscript{16} The Yazidi religion, believed to have been founded in the 11\textsuperscript{th} century, incorporates elements of Christianity, Judaism, and Zoroastrianism.\textsuperscript{17} This unique blend of faiths has resulted in centuries of Yazidi subjugation and persecution and was at the center of the 2014 ISIS attack.\textsuperscript{18} In its magazine, \textit{Dabiq}, ISIS labeled the Yazidis infidels and stated its intent to completely annihilate the minority group.\textsuperscript{19}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
On August 3rd, 2014, ISIS fighters claimed Sinjar City and forced thousands of Yazidis to flee to nearby Mount Sinjar to seek refuge. The United Nations estimated that over 40,000 Yazidis were hid on the mountain in temperatures as high as 122 degrees Fahrenheit, lacking access to desperately needed aid or medical supplies. Though international airdrops over the next few days provided water and food, it is estimated that hundreds of Yazidis died before Kurdish forces were able to secure their safety. Furthermore, those were unable to escape Sinjar City and the surrounding villages suffered tremendously at the hands of ISIS fighters. Men and young boys were systematically separated from their families and those who refused to convert to Islam were executed, their bodies left alongside roadsides and village streets. Captured Yazidi women and girls were declared the property of ISIS and openly labeled slaves to be purchased by ISIS fighters and affiliates of the group. Estimates in 2016 placed the number of Yazidi women held as sexual slaves at 3,200.

In response, the UN Human Rights Council categorized the violence against the Yazidis as genocide during its 32nd Session in 2016. The report stated that “ISIS has committed the crime of genocide as well as multiple crimes against humanity and war crimes against the Yazidis, thousands of whom are held captive in the Syrian Arab Republic where they are subjected to almost unimaginable horrors.” Notably, the report also addressed the use of genocide “as it exists in the public imagination”, noting that the technical, legal definition differs from the common conception. It further explained that genocide has largely come to signify the intentional killing of mass groups of people, linked inextricably to images of the Holocaust and
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Rwanda, irrespective of the intention behind the killings. The common conception of genocide, a targeted killing regardless of intentionality, is therefore more akin to crimes against humanity.

A 2016 Hearing before the House Subcommittee on Africa, Global Health, Global Human Rights, and International Organizations similarly emphasized the misconceptions about the legal definition of genocide and the use of related terminology in regards to ISIS atrocities. There, David Crane, a professor of law at Syracuse, argued that ISIS had committed war crimes, crimes against humanity, and possibly genocide. He further stated that, “I would just submit respectfully to this subcommittee that 300,000 killed as the result of an international crime don’t care whether it is a genocide, crime against humanity, or war crime. So I want to caution our use of terms…I would just caution this subcommittee, when they are considering the war crimes, watch out for tiering and ranking the crimes, as well as understanding that genocide, even though a very serious crime, a crime of crimes, is a difficult and very specific type of crimes…” In emphasizing the distinctions between, as well as the common blending of, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide, Crane spoke directly to the persistent confusion regarding the legal definition of genocide.

This paper will explore the historical roots of genocide as a legal concept and its construction in the wake of the Holocaust with the ultimate goal of informing the legal community as to its ongoing nuances and true definition. Though arguments about the labeling of human suffering and cruelty may at first glimpse seem pedantic, the precision of legal language can have tremendous ramifications on both current conflicts and their aftermath. Finally, as David Crane so hauntingly spoke of, victims of genocide do not have the luxury of caring what the actual crime may be labeled, but those in positions of power and influence should strive to speak with clarity and accuracy. The international legal community can better understand, and subsequently seek to prevent, genocide by understanding what is truly is and how it came to be. As Elie Wiesel
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stated, "‘Wherever men and women are persecuted because of their race, religion, or political views, that place must — at that moment — become the center of the universe.’"33

II - Raphael Lemkin and the Creation of “Genocide”

In the wake of the Holocaust, the world recoiled and quickly found that there was no word, no crime, to describe the abject horror of the “Final Solution”. Winston Churchill himself would describe the world as coming face to face with a “crime that has no name” in 1941.34 Though certainly history had been littered with atrocities prior to the Third Reich, World War I itself possessing a cruelty that would shape literature and art throughout the twentieth century, the enormity and precision of the Nazi crimes made the Holocaust different from everything prior. The industrialization of mass murder was something entirely different, something deserving of a greater crime that did not yet exist.

The term “genocide” was created by Raphael Lemkin, a lawyer of Polish Jewish descent whose efforts to seek justice for victims of the Holocaust and other conflicts have long gone uncelebrated.35 As a child, Lemkin had been horrified by reports of the massacre of Armenians within the Ottoman Empire, unable to comprehend why they had been killed simply on account of being Christian. He was further disturbed by the realization that those responsible for the massacre had not been held accountable for their crimes.36 In contrast, a young Armenian who had witnessed the murder of his family was immediately prosecuted after shooting Talaat Pasha,

one of the three de facto rulers of the Ottoman Empire at the time.\(^{37}\) This led Lemkin to ask his mother, with haunting foreshadowing, “Why is the killing of a million a lesser crime than the killing of a single individual?”\(^{38}\)

Years later as a young lawyer, Lemkin went to his law professor to ask why the architects of the Armenian massacre had gone unpunished and encountered the issue of absolute sovereignty that had historically been a core concept of international law. The law professor, mirroring the debates that would later arise about genocide and state sovereignty, stated that because the Turks ruled the Ottoman Empire, they were allowed total sovereignty within their borders. In a chilling analogy that represented the longstanding view on the subject, the law professor analogized the Armenian crisis to a farm, comparing the murdered Armenians to chickens and the Turks to the owners of the farm. Because the chickens were held within the farm, the farmers could do whatever they wished to the chickens.\(^{39}\) In response, Lemkin wrote in his journal that “Sovereignty, I argued, cannot be conceived as the right to kill millions of innocent people.”\(^{40}\)

In 1933, he submitted a paper to the Madrid meeting of the League of Nations that advocated for the international community to criminalize targeted acts against minority populations. Acts of barbarity, Lemkin argued, constituted violence aimed at minority groups, be they ethnic, religious or cultural, and included such as pogroms, massacres and “exterminations.”\(^{41}\) Acts of vandalism would occur when there was a systematic destruction of the cultural heritage, including works of art, science and literature.\(^{42}\) Lemkin further noted that the loss of such heritage would result in all of humanity suffering, not simply the culture in question.\(^{43}\) Furthermore, Lemkin argued that both acts posed a threat to the international
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community, not simply the nations engaged in the aforementioned acts, and in subsequently
deserved status as a recognized, international crime. At the time, other recognized international
crimes included such as piracy, slavery and drug trafficking, but the League refused to vote on
the issue. It was against this loss that Lemkin watched the rise of the Nazi Party with growing
unease, eventually fleeing to the United States in 1941, but was unable to convince his parents to
flee with him.

Lemkin began to teach at Duke University and in 1944, the word “genocide” first
appeared in print. His book, *Axis Rule in Occupied Europe*, devoted a chapter to the new concept
of genocide in his critique and evaluation of the Third Reich. Even from first introduction,
Lemkin purposefully structured the philological roots of genocide to mirror existing crimes, to fit
easily into an existing compendium of legal language. His notebooks contain the scribblings of
someone utterly focused on forging the perfect word, with such as “ethnocide” and “vandalism”,
which he had proposed in his League of Nations report a decade prior, crossed out. Upon
settling on “genocide”, Lemkin described the roots of the word he had created, stating it was
melded together from the Greek word *genos*, meaning tribe or race, and the Latin word for killing,
*cide*. Lemkin intended for genocide to directly parallel the formation of other crimes, such as
fratricide, tyrannicide or homicide.
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However, as opposed to the strict legal definition that would later arise, Lekmin first introduced genocide as a broad concept, writing within *Axis Rule* that “genocide does not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation, except when accomplished by mass killings of all members of a nation. It is intended rather to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups themselves. The objectives of such a plan would be disintegration of the political and social institutions, of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of national groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity, and even the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups. Genocide is
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directed against the national group as an entity, and the actions involved are directed against individuals, not in their individual capacity, but as members of the national group.” It is worth noting that here, Lemkin’s definition of genocide seems akin to the popular conception of genocide, not so much as a specific intent crime but rather the violent targeting of a minority, including religion, customary practices, and language.

Lemkin would go on to further refine the concept of genocide in an article released in 1945, called “Genocide: A Modern Crime”, that presented a summarized version of his argument in Axis Rule. “Genocide: A Modern Crime” took specific aim at Third Reich for instituting “ancient barbarity” as a pillar of the German identity, for implementing government policy intentionally designed to eradicate Jews and other minorities. Lemkin’s article further broke down the various factors that he believed contributed to the “techniques” of genocide, including the Cultural, Biological, Religious and Moral. Furthermore, he detailed the notion that genocide, by nature, should be thought of as an international crime. Lemkin wrote that genocide impacted the most primary interactions of civilized states, from injuring international trade opportunities, to undermining legal foundations, to creating instances of mass flight and migration.

Despite addressing international concerns regarding trade and migration, Lemkin’s final argument centered on what might be considered a moral argument, opposed to one political or economic in nature. He wrote that “Our whole cultural heritage is a product of the contributions of all peoples. We can best understand this if we realize how impoverished our culture would be if the so-called inferior peoples doomed by Germany, such as the Jews, had not been permitted to create the Bible or to give birth to an Einstein, a Spinosa; if the Poles had not had the opportunity to give to the world a Copernicus, a Chopin, a Curie, the Czechs a Huss, and a Dvorak; the Greeks a Plato and a Socrates; the Russians, a Tolstoy and a Shostakovitch.”
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A year later, Lemkin published another article within *American Scholar* entitled “Genocide” in which he began to piece together the fundamental aspects of the crime of genocide. The very first section of the article implicitly addresses the recognition that the crimes of the Third Reich were something previously unconceived of, something warranting the creation of a new type of crime. Lemkin titled the section “A crime without a name” in reference to Winston Churchill’s famous statement in 1941.57 Writing that mass murder was simply inadequate to describe the breadth and depth of Nazi cruelty, Lemkin once more explained the roots of the word “genocide” and its existing counterparts within the legal dictionary.

Lemkin recognized that no state would prosecute or investigate itself for its own crimes, that genocide “by its very nature it is committed by the state or by powerful groups which have the backing of the state.”58 Therefore, Lemkin argued, genocide had no place as a national crime but instead as one international.59 He forged his concept of an international framework as one dependent on international cooperation for enforcement and adherence.60 Further harkening back to commonly held acceptances and concepts, Lemkin stated that international crimes were already present within the legal codes of most nations through such as laws against piracy, slavery and narcotics, an argument he had introduced in his 1933 report.61 Those accused of an international crime could also be tried within a country where the crime had not been committed, such as a currency forger who committed his crime in Paris and escaped to Prague can be punished validly in the latter city.62 Lastly, Lemkin addressed the concerns of the *ex post facto* law that would come to plague the Nuremberg trials by arguing that the failed adoption of a proposal within the League of Nations would have created a crime similar to his own conceptions of genocide and, subsequently, there would be no need for the ongoing concerns and implications on international law.63
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Rio de Janeiro, 30 de agosto de 2018.
It was with this intense devotion to international accountability that Lemkin approached the Nuremberg Trials, armed only with his new word and with the loss of millions of Jews weighing on his spirit.

III - Nuremberg Trials

International law had been a recognized idea prior to the Nuremberg Trials, with international norms decrying and criminalizing such as the aforementioned piracy and slavery, but international law focused on creating norms and standards leading up to the second World War had been largely unsuccessful.\(^{64}\) The Hague Conventions in 1899 and 1907 had been focused on determining the aforementioned regulations for warfare, but many nations in attendance were immediately wary of any restraint on state sovereignty.\(^{65}\) Furthermore, many of the agreed upon norms were ignored during the course of WWI by signatory states. The German invasion of Belgium in 1914, for example, came without warning or notice to the Belgian government.\(^{66}\) Subsequently, it was in direct violation of Article I of the 1907 Convention, which stated that “The Contracting Powers recognize that hostilities between themselves must not commence without previous and explicit warning, in the form either of a reasoned declaration of war or of an ultimatum with conditional declaration of war.”\(^{67}\) Additionally, the 1899 Convention explicitly banned the use of “poison or poisoned arms” within Article 23.\(^{68}\) However, poison gas was introduced by German forces in 1915 in direct contravention of the Convention.\(^{69}\)

Still, as the full extent of the horrors of the Holocaust slowly began to emerge throughout the early 1940s, there was the sense that international law was to play some role, however slight, in ensuring justice. Representatives of occupied European countries issued a declaration in 1942
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that listed “among their principal war aims the punishment, through the channels of organized justice, of those guilty or responsible for these crimes, whether they have ordered them, perpetrated them, or in any way participated in them.” The inclusion of “channels of organized justice” appeared to present something new, something not yet created, but nonetheless ensured that justice was to play a role within the aftermath of the war.

Raphael Lemkin, who was eager to install genocide within international legal frameworks, managed to secure a position within the US delegation as the Trials approached. Lemkin must also have been ecstatic to hear that genocide was widely used to describe Nazi actions, being used within Justice Robert Jackson’s memorandum for the London Conference in June of 1945. Within the memorandum, Jackson had outlined the evidence he intended to use within the Trials and included “[g]enocide or destruction of racial minorities and subjugated populations by such means and methods as (1) underfeeding; (2) sterilization and castration; (3) depriving them of clothing, shelter, fuel, sanitation, medical care; (4) deporting them for forced labor; (5) working them in inhumane conditions.” However, genocide was met with hesitance by lawyers from other Allied nations, with the British delegation supposedly wary of the fact that genocide was not included or defined within The Oxford English Dictionary.

However, the inclusion of genocide would eventually shift to a new meaning throughout the course of the Nuremberg Trials. The primary charges leveled against the defendants consisted of four crimes detailed in Article 6, “(1) Conspiracy to commit charges 2, 3, and 4, which are listed here; (2) crimes against peace—defined as participation in the planning and waging of a
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war of aggression in violation of numerous international treaties; (3) war crimes—defined as violations of the internationally agreed upon rules for waging war; and (4) crimes against humanity—"namely, murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian population, before or during the war; or persecution on political, racial, or religious grounds in execution of or in connection with any crime within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether or not in violation of domestic law of the country where perpetrated."76

Much to Lemkin’s disappointment, there was no mention of genocide within the fourth count of “crimes against humanity”, an area he surely must have felt genocide belonged.

Although Lemkin’s construction of genocide seemed to permeate the understanding and discussions of crimes against humanity throughout the Trials, the International Military Tribunal’s (IMT) shift to crimes that had only taken place during the war, and not independent of in response to concerns regarding jurisdiction.77 The IMT focused the four charges in connection with the war itself, all four Allied delegations insisting on a connection between the crimes and the war itself started by Germany that came to be known as the “nexus of war” theory.78 In short, the Allied nations, in particular the US and the United Kingdom, were wary of the possibility of charges being brought against countries for actions within their own borders taken during wartime and instead sought to connection the four charges to the war.79 This worry was voiced by Justice Jackson himself, who noted that “Ordinarily we do not consider that the acts of a government toward its own citizens warrant our interference. We have some regrettable circumstances at times in our own country in which minorities are unfairly treated.”80 The IMT furthermore drew a distinction between the pre-war acts Germany took against Jews and other minorities and those enacted during the war, with none of the accused being found guilty of any crime taking place prior to the start of the war in 1939..81
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In the judgement regarding Count 4, crimes against humanity, the International Military Tribunal specifically stated that the vast terror of the Third Reich had undoubtedly begun prior to the war and that untold horror had been inflicted upon the Jewish people through it, but “to constitute crimes against humanity, the acts relied on before the outbreak of war must have been in execution of, or in connection with, any crime within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. The Tribunal is of the opinion that revolting and horrible as many of these crimes were, it has not been satisfactorily proved that they were done in execution of, or in connection with, any such crime. The Tribunal therefore cannot make a general declaration that the acts before 1939 were crimes against humanity within the meaning of the Charter…”

Nonetheless, it is undeniable that Lemkin’s construction and concept of genocide impacted the Trials. During one trial against a Nazi doctor accused of crimes against humanity for experiments on Jewish victims, Lemkin’s “medical technique” of genocide was invoked as prosecutors connected the experiments to the larger goal of the eradication of minority groups throughout the Third Reich. British, French and Soviet prosecutors all made explicit mention to genocide throughout the trial proceedings. Still, the absence of genocide specifically and the required connection of crimes against humanity to wartime would posit genocide as a crime solely in conjunction with war, not something that could occur within the absence of war. This requirement made it difficult, if not altogether impossible, to hold nations accountable for actions taken within their own borders. However, many prosecutors found themselves discontented with this conclusion and despite the initial concerns of the Allied nations, sought to create a way to remedy this only a few years later.

IV. U.N. Convention on Genocide

Whatever frustration Lemkin may have felt in the wake of Nuremberg was surely lessened when the United Nations decided to hold a convention specifically on genocide. Lemkin had lobbied member states to not only declare genocide a crime and one separate from the
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“nexus” of war adopted by the Allied nations during Nuremberg, but additionally to create a treaty that would hold states accountable for instances of genocide.86

In 1946, during the first session of the UN General Assembly, member states Cuba, Panama and India presented a draft resolution that reflected Lemkin’s goals and counteracted the “nexus of war” theory of genocide.87 The draft resolution presented two main ideas. The first was that genocide could be committed within peacetime as well as within war, a distinction that openly revoked the “nexus of war” at Nuremberg. The second called for genocide to be subject to universal jurisdiction, a concept in line with Lemkin’s recognition that no country would prosecute itself for genocide.88

Universal jurisdiction is a concept central to international law but one that also presents no small amount of wariness. After all, international law presents the constant tension between national sovereignty and global accountability. Universal jurisdiction is the concept that a perpetrator of a serious crime against international law, a longheld example of which was piracy, may be prosecuted within a national court.89 Furthermore, a national court may hear such a case even if the crime did not take place within the nation or did not impact it. The national court may also prosecute government leaders of other, sovereign states under the theory.90 The first aspect of the draft resolution was signed into law as General Assembly Resolution 96 (I) on December 11, 1946 but contained no mention of universal jurisdiction and whether genocide could be committed during peacetime, but did recognize it as a crime.91 However, and most importantly, the Resolution called for a draft convention on the crime of genocide to further define it.92 Not surprisingly, Lemkin personally lobbied to be included within the drafting and was designated one of three experts during its writing.93
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Two year later, the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide permanently instilled genocide as not only a recognized concept, but a crime under international law. The Preamble makes explicit reference to genocide as not only a crime against international law, but one that requires international cooperation to prevent and stop by stating “Being convinced that, in order to liberate mankind from such an odious scourge, international co-operation is required…”94 As mentioned within Section I of this paper, this mandate is, in part, why states are often slow to officially declare a conflict an instance of genocide and why the politics surrounding a declaration of genocide can quickly become murky.95

Furthermore, and critically, the Convention instilled the legal principle that genocide may take place during a time of war or in peace in direct response to the criticism of Nuremberg. Article 1 states that “the Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which they undertake to prevent and to punish.”96 Universal jurisdiction, however, was explicitly rejected and subsequently, the ongoing issue of jurisdiction made all the more confusing. Article 6 of the Convention recognized territorial jurisdiction which allowed for states to try citizen defendants, but also allowed for jurisdiction through an international tribunal accepted by signatory states. 97 However, there existed no international tribunal at the time of the Convention.

In response, the General Assembly requested that the International Law Commission, a U.N. body designated to create international law norms and customary practice, research and begin to construct an international tribunal to try those accused of genocide.98 This work was unfortunately slowed and largely ignored during the next few decades as the Cold War began to
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churn and attempts at creating a tribunal and codified crimes stalled. This was remedied with the adoption of the “Rome Statute” in 1998, which created the International Criminal Court and in 2002, the Court entered into force. Finally, within the statute and embedded in Article 6, lay the definition of genocide not only for the purpose of official legal codification, but for the pursuit of international accountability that a young Raphael Lemkin had desperately advocated for almost a century earlier.

V. Conclusion

Just as any legal principle or any of focus is better understood through a historical examination, genocide as a legal concept becomes all the clear by looking at its creation and its development in the wake of the Holocaust and at the dawn of the Cold War. Many of the nuances and areas of disagreement surrounding genocide, including issues of sovereignty, jurisdiction, and connection with war began in the initial discussions and charges of the Nuremberg Trials and remain disagreements today. While some of the work proposed by Raphael Lemkin has been accomplished, such as the recognition of genocide as an international crime, there is still much be done in preventing genocide and seeking justice for its victims. The first step, however, lays in truly understanding what we seek to prevent.
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